
 

LG 55 (4.300.99 USD)

Location Mississippi
https://www.genclassifieds.com/x-587724-z

  Gulf Coast Super Mall.com
 A Premier Online Shopping Mall
 Over 1 Million Sq. Ft. Of Online Inventory.
 Shop Online With Us and Save.
 Merchants may change prices without notice.

 LG Deals in TV, Blu Ray, Projectors and more.
 Find Huge Savings From LG AT:

 http://www.gulfcoastsupermall.com/#!electronics/cngp

 LG Electronics 55UF7600 55-inch 4K Ultra HD Smart LED TV (2015 Model)

 List Price: $1,499.99
 Price: $1,199.00 & FREE Shipping.
 You Save: $300.99 (20%)
  Low Price Guarantee
  Enhanced delivery

 Size: 55-inch

 Style: TV

 Refresh Rate: 120Hz (Effective)
 Backlight: LED (edge-lit w/ local dimming)
 Smart Functionality: Yes - , Includes Magic Remote
 Dimensions (W x H x D): TV without stand: 48.8" x 28.4" x 2.2", TV with stand: 48.5" x 30.7" x 9.5"
 Inputs: 3 HDMI, 1 USB 3.0, 2 USB 2.0, 1 RF, 1 Component, 1 Composite, 1 Digital Audio Out (optical), 1
LAN, 1 RS232.

 So Smart, It's Simple.- 4K UHD Smart LED TV with webOS 2.0.
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 4K Picture Quality
 Prepare yourself for the ultimate evolution in real entertainment. 4 times the resolution of Full HD
Enhances everything you watch with precise detail. Enjoy the true value of 4K resolution on LG ULTRA
HD TV.
 4K Resolution:
 ULTRA HD 4K is the newest industry standard for premium picture quality, The screen contains 8.3
million pixels, so the resolution is four times that of Full HD 1080p. Images look stunning, even on larger
screens or when viewed up close.
 IPS 4K True Color Accuracy:
 One of the secrets behind LG TVs' outstanding UHD performance is the specially designed display
panel. IPS 4K delivers true colors that remain more consistent at wide viewing angles.
 Tru-4K Engine:
 LG's Tru-4K HD Engine upscales the picture through a multi-step data analysis that enhances the details
of broadcasts, movies, sports and videogames to near-4K quality, giving you the superior viewing
experience you expect from an ULTRA HDTV.
 HEVC Decoder:
 Streaming 4K video uses HEVC (short for High Efficiency Video Coding) compression format, and is
essential to ULTRA HD/4K, enabling next-generation video playback to meet the demands of UHD TVs.
4K video uses HEVC, and so the built-in HEVC decoder on this LG ULTRA HD television makes it ready
to display 4K content.
 WebOS 2.0
 LG webOS TV is designed to be obviously simple, so that it is easier to learn and more fun to use. Now,
all you have to do is relax as webOS 2.0 makes the TV experience simpler than before.
 Simple Switching:
 Switch back and forth between content and programs, apps and shows with the perfectly simple
interface. Accessible at any time, the Launcher and Live Menu make it fast and easy to switch over from
content to another.
 Simple Discovery:
 Find and enjoy what you want to watch instantly at one place. Live TV broadcasts, VoD services, and
apps -- they're all incredibly easy to find. You can also receive recommendations that introduce you to
even more great content on LG webOS TV.
 Simple Connection:
 LG webOS TV was designed to assist you in every aspect of your viewing experience even from the
initial setup to connecting external devices. Now simply get connected to your new Smart TV.
 Sound
 LG has added exciting new step-up audio options to its 2015 ULTRA HD TV lineup. The 4K experience
is even better with theater-quality sound.
 Multi Channel Speaker System:
 The built-in Multi Channel Speaker System on this LG UHD TV delivers rich, room-filling sound, for a
high-end audio experience.
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 ULTRA Surround:
 Let yourself be transported by LG's newest and most advanced solution for simulated multi-channel
surround sound from the speakers built into your television.
 Clear Voice II:
 Clear Voice II automatically detects human voices in movies and TV shows and increases their volume
to make ensure that the dialogue doesn't get lost in the soundtrack.
 Magic Remote
 Simply click, point, scroll or use voice commands to change the channel, search for something new, and
more. The LG Magic Remote can also be used to operate your connected devices. Spend less time
navigating confusing menus and juggling multiple remotes, and more time enjoying your entertainment.

 Enhanced Delivery
 For this item, we offer Enhanced Delivery through one of our specialty shippers. Representatives from a
specialty shipping service will deliver your item to any room you choose, unpack it, and inspect it for
damage. The shipper representatives will also dispose of all packaging material, unless you choose to
keep it. If the item is a TV, they will offer to plug the TV into a power source and power it on.
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